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Abstract

Family photo collections often contain richer semantics
than arbitrary images of people because families contain
a handful of specific individuals who can be associated
with certain social roles (e.g. father, mother, or child). As
a result, family photo collections have unique challenges
and opportunities for face recognition compared to random
groups of photos containing people. We address the prob-
lem of unsupervised family member discovery: given a col-
lection of family photos, we infer the size of the family, as
well as the visual appearance and social role of each fam-
ily member. As a result, we are able to recognize the same
individual across many different photos. We propose an un-
supervised EM-style joint inference algorithm with a prob-
abilistic CRF that models identity and role assignments for
all detected faces, along with associated pairwise relation-
ships between them. Our experiments illustrate how joint
inference of both identity and role (across all photos si-
multaneously) outperforms independent estimates of each.
Joint inference also improves the ability to recognize the
same individual across many different photos.

1. Introduction
Digital cameras make it easy to acquire large photo col-

lections, creating a need for good tools to organize them.

While most existing approaches focus on low-level in-

formation [23], such as measures of image quality and

saliency, more semantic understanding of image collections

is required for an ever growing diverse set of tasks (e.g.,

summarization, visual story telling, visual search, etc.). A

key component to this semantic understanding is the abil-

ity to recognize identities and roles (for a given scenario)

within the photo collection. We address the problem of

unsupervised family member discovery from an unlabeled

collection of personal photographs. We discover family

members by identifying faces across multiple photos hav-

ing consistent appearance and social role (e.g., child, father,

mother); see Figure 1.

The problem of family member identification is related

Figure 1. Family member identity and role discovery. Our goal

is to find the same face across all images within a photo collection

while simultaneously inferring the social role of each person.

to face recognition and verification. One challenge is that

we do not have supervised identity data. To address this

problem, we cluster faces and use an EM-style approach

to refine our face clusters. Typically, face verification al-

gorithms consider the similarity of one face to another or

to a trained model. Our scenario differs in that each photo

collection includes a small number of frequently occurring

faces, providing an opportunity for more robust identity as-

signment. However, family members tend to have similar

faces, which can make it difficult to distinguish individuals

in widely varying casual photographs. We reason about all

faces within a photo collection simultaneously, which al-

lows us to incorporate mutual exclusion constraints. For in-

stance, each identity cannot appear in each photo more than

once. Another difference with respect to traditional face

recognition and verification is that we introduce the concept

of social roles into our pipeline, similar to [19]. However,

unlike [19], where a weakly supervised scenario is assumed,

we assume no supervision. We show that the introduction

of role information helps improve face verification results

compared tos appearance-based approaches (e.g., [12]).

Family member discovery is important because it pro-

vides an alternative way of looking at face recogni-

tion/verification in family photo collections. Rather than la-

beling the identify of each face (which requires active user

input), role provides an unsupervised way of understand-
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ing each person and the composition of the family, which

in itself may be more useful (e.g., for e-commerce). Fur-

thermore, family composition and family member identifi-

cation is also one of the key steps towards organization and

browsing family photographs. Knowing roles and identi-

ties would allow users to browse collections based on who

they want to see or allow diverse preview of a collection by

choosing photos containing different family members. In

addition, knowledge of actors is essential in generation of

semantic storylines [8, 17, 22] from photo collections.

Contributions: Unlike traditional face recognition or ver-

ification approaches that look at each face or pair of faces

individually, we propose a framework that reasons about all

faces in a photo collection simultaneously. This insight al-

lows us to re-identify the same person more reliably than

traditional algorithms based only on face similarity. We

show that joint modeling and inference over role and iden-

tity is mutually beneficial: role knowledge improves iden-

tity clustering quality, and identity information helps im-

prove role assignment accuracy. We also show that incor-

porating clothing appearance improves the overall accuracy

of face verification.

1.1. Related Work

Recently, several works have used a social perspective

when analyzing photos or videos of groups of people. Lee

et al. [11] leverage “social context” of co-occurring people

to discover novel faces in untagged photos. They show that

given an unknown face, by looking at its co-occurrence with

known faces, the performance of their system increased

greatly. Lin et al. [13] present a framework that jointly tags

people, events, and locations in photos using a generic prob-

abilistic context model that links different domains through

a set of cross-domain relations. Murilloy et al. [16] build

a graph of groups of people to learn models of urban tribes

(substructures of people who share common interests and

tend to have similar styles of clothes and behavior).

Xia et al. [21] study the problem of “child-parent” ver-

ification in a photo using a transfer subspace learning ap-

proach. Ding and Yilmaz [3] infer social relations among

actors in a video (i.e., grouping people into different com-

munities) using visual concepts such as “shooting”, “ship”,

and “beach”. Ramanathan et al. [18] design a CRF model

to encode inter-role interaction and person-specific social

descriptors to recognize social roles played by people in a

video in a weakly supervised fashion.

Most closely related is the work of Wang et al. [19],

which uses face detection features (such as relative image

position and age difference) for social relationship classifi-

cation and incorporates social relationships into face recog-

nition. Unlike from our approach, they assume a known

family size and access to weakly labeled photos during the

training stage, which makes the identity classification prob-

lem easier. In addition, they reason about each image in

isolation, while we consider all faces in all photographs si-

multaneously. Our holistic approach allows us to make use

of consistency constraints such as the same person cannot

appear more than once in an image, and all faces assigned

the same identity should also be assigned the same role.

We build on ideas from Gallagher and Chen [5] who use

clothes co-segmentation to help recognize people. The pa-

per argues that facial similarity is often insufficient to tell

two people apart, which is especially true for family photo

collections, since family members are related to each other

and often share certain facial traits. We also incorporate

clothing appearance information to improve face verifica-

tion performance.

Berg et al. [1] also examine photo collections and per-

form face clustering on a large dataset of captioned news

images. Different from our approach, they do not consider

the social relationship between faces, and make use of the

names extracted from captions.

2. Approach
We define a family as a collection of F individuals,

where each individual fulfills one of five social roles R =
{child, father,mother, grandfather, grandmother}. A fam-

ily photo collection is a set of M photos containing a total of

N face detections D = {D1, . . . , DN} distributed among

the images. Each detected face Di has an unknown role Ri

and identity Ii which we must estimate. To simplify the

problem, we assume a family can have multiple children

but at most one father, one mother, one grandfather and one

grandmother1. Furthermore, we define a set of K generic

identity labels I = {I1, . . . , IK} by grouping the detected

faces D into visually similar clusters. Typically, the number

of automatically discovered clusters is an over segmentation

of identity—i.e. K > F . Therefore, in addition to estimat-

ing the identity and role of each face detection, we must

also estimate the number of family members by iteratively

merging face clusters so that K ≈ F .

We model the relationships between all face detections

using a conditional random field with following potentials:

• Eid : Unary potential indicating how likely a face be-

longs to a identity/cluster. (Section 2.1)

• Erole : Unary potential indicating how likely a face has

a certain social role. (Section 2.2)

• Esimilarity : Binary potential measuring the similarity

between two faces from different images. (Section 2.4)

• Eunique : Binary potential ensuring each identity ap-

pears at most once in each image.

1Note that these assumptions can easily be relaxed and our overall ap-

proach is not specific to them or the chosen role labels.
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Figure 2. Factor Graph. A factor graph over two images with

three face detections illustrating our objective function.

• Erelationship : Binary potential measuring how likely

a pair of faces takes on a pair of role labels. It also

ensures each role (except child) only appears once in

an image. (Section 2.3)

• Econsistency : Quaternary potential to ensure that if two

faces are assigned the same identity/cluster, they are

also assigned the same role.

Our goal is to find the joint assignment (I∗,R∗) of iden-

tities and roles that minimizes the objective energy function

E(I,R) =

N∑
i=1

Eid(Ii) +

N∑
i=1

Erole(Ri)

+
N∑

i,j in
same image

[
Eunq(Ii, Ij) + Erel(Ri, Rj)

]

+
N∑

i,j in
diff. images

[
Esim(Ii, Ij) + Econ(Ii, Ij , Ri, Rj)

]
.

(1)

A factor graph depicting the case of two images with three

face detections is shown in Figure 2.

2.1. Identity Clustering

Since the number of family members is not known, clus-

tering methods such as k-means are infeasible. Instead, we

employ an iterative approach borrowing ideas from exem-

plar SVMs [14]. We begin with all detected faces D un-

clustered. We select one face as a positive example from

the center of the largest cluster generated by affinity prop-

agation [4]. We then train an SVM using this positive ex-

ample and an initial negative set of faces randomly selected

from Labeled Faces in the Wild [7]. The SVM is then used

to classify all faces in the family photo collection. We en-

large the training set by adding all faces from our photo

collection with a predicted probability ≥ 0.8 to the posi-

tives, and all faces with a predicted probability ≤ 0.2 to the

negatives. We repeatedly retrain the SVM until there are

no changes to the training set. We then pick a new exam-

plar from the unassigned (or negative) faces in our set and

repeat the above process until the size of the negative set

drops below 3.

Then we apply a pruning step to the generated clusters.

We merge clusters whose members overlap more than 70%

(all examples with predicted probability ≥ 0.5 are con-

sidered a member of the cluster) and discard clusters with

fewer than 3 members. The remaining K clusters represent

the initial prediction of identities I. In our implementa-

tion, we use the probabilistic version of libsvm [2] and use

FPLBP features [20] extracted on aligned faces [6].

2.2. Role Classification

We use the gender, age, and age uncertainty values pro-

duced by the face detector [10] to train five 1-versus-all lin-

ear SVM classifiers (one for each role). The training data

is divided into a characterization set (for generating his-

tograms of feature values) and a training set (for training

the SVM classifier).

We use the characterization set to estimate P (age|Ri),
P (ageDev|Ri) and P (gender|Ri) for each role using his-

togram frequency counts. For age, we use 12 bins with a bin

width of 5, and all predicted ages larger than 60 are clamped

at 60. For age deviation, we use 10 bins with a bin width of

2, and limit all age deviations to 20. For gender prediction,

we use two bins, male and female.

For each example in the training set we compute its prob-

ability of belong to each role given the predicted age, age

deviation, and gender. By assuming an equal prior for each

role, the feature vector is:[
P (age|child), P (age|father), . . .
P (ageDev|child), P (ageDev|father), . . .
P (gender|child), P (gender|father), . . .

]
.

2.3. Relationship Classification

There are 25 possible ordered pairwise role relation-

ships. However, since each role (except child) can only

appear once in the same image, relationship pairs such

as “father-father” cannot exist. Furthermore, we combine

the “father-mother” and “grandfather-grandmother” rela-

tionships into a “husband-wife” pair and an equivalent

“wife-husband” pair for “mother-father” and “grandmother-

grandfather”. We follow [19] and extract the following fea-

tures:

• height difference between the two faces
• distance between the two faces
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• size ratio between the two faces
• age difference
• gender prediction

Both height difference and distance between faces are

measured relative to the average face size in the given im-

age. Similarly, we train a one-vs-all linear SVM for each

relationship using the above features.

2.4. Face Recognition

We gauge whether a pair of faces from different images

correspond to the same individual by training an SVM uti-

lizing both appearance and role information.

For appearance information, we consider both facial sim-

ilarity and clothing similiarity, since members of the same

family often share certain facial traits but are generally

dressed differently. We estimate face similarity using the

chi-square distance between FPLBP features [20] extracted

on aligned faces [6] and clothing similarity using the in-

tersection of L*a*b histograms computed on segmented

clothes regions generated by graph cuts (please refer to the

supplemental materials for details on clothes segmentation).

In addition to clothing and facial similarity scores, we

use the verification score provided by Li et al. [12] as an ad-

ditional feature, where they proposed a probabilistic elastic

matching algorithm with an additional joint Bayesian adap-

tion component to estimate whether two faces correspond to

the same individual. To utilize role information, we repre-

sent the role prediction for each face as a five element vector

[Pchild, Pfather, Pmother, Pgrandfather, Pgrandmother] where each

element is the probability output of the corresponding role

classifier. The role prediction distance between two roles is

calculated as the Euclidean distance between two role pre-

diction vectors.

Our supplemental material describes how use of clothing

and role information perform better than using only the ver-

ification score [12] for classifying pairs of faces of family

members.

2.5. Inference

Inference over clusters and labels is difficult because

high-order constraints on the labeling depend on the clus-

tering. We use a two step approach to obtain an approx-

imate solution to the inference problem using the TRW-S

algorithm [9]. We begin by estimating the identities of all

detected faces, and then infer role assignments afterwards.

Identity Inference. Here, we minimize the terms of

Equation (1) which only directly depend on identity

N∑
i=1

Eid(Ii) +
N∑

i,j in
same image

Eunq(Ii, Ij) +
N∑

i,j in
diff. images

Esim(Ii, Ij). (2)

In practice, the hard constraints in Eunique(·) are en-

coded as large positive energies (in our implementation,

1e10) whenever two faces in the same image are assigned

the same identity.

Role Inference. Since faces in the same identity cluster

are considered the same person, they should be assigned

the same role. Therefore, we create K new variables (K is

the number of identity clustered generated in step 1) repre-

senting the predominant role label assigned to each identity

cluster. We define a new binary potential Ecluster (Ri, Rk)
to penalize cases when the role assigned to a face differs

from the role assigned to its cluster

Ecluster (Ri, Rk) =

{
α if Ri �= Rk,

0 otherwise.
(3)

Here, Ri is the role assigned to the ith face, and Rk is

the predominant role assigned to the kth cluster. Since the

identity clustering may not have perfect purity, α is gener-

ally smaller than Eunique(Ii = Ij). In our implementation,

we set α to 100.

To estimate role assignments, we minimize the following

terms in Equation (1) where Econ(Ii, Ij , Ri, Rj) is approx-

imated by Ecluster (Ri, Rk) and the current identity assign-

ments are fixed:

N∑
i=1

Erole(Ri) +

N∑
i,j in

same image

Erel(Ri, Rj) +

N∑
i

k=Ii

Ecls(Ri, Rk).

(4)

2.6. Iterative Update

After performing the two-step inference, we re-cluster

the faces in an attempt to converge on the correct family

size—i.e. K ≈ F . We start with the identity assignments

generated by the inference algorithm, and iterate through

two steps: 1) building identity models 2) face assignment.

To build identity models, we train one linear SVM per

identity cluster using all faces having that identity as posi-

tive training data and the rest of the faces as negative train-

ing data. Then we test each identity classifier on all the

faces to get the probability a face belongs to this cluster.

The faces are then re-assigned to the cluster with the high-

est probability. This step is repeated until the assignment of

faces to clusters do not change. The features used for re-

training the identity models are the same as in Section 2.1.

We generate a new set of K identity clusters based on the

final assignment, and repeat the inference with these new

identities.

2.7. Post Processing

Since the second stage of our inference algorithm does

not require each identity cluster to have a unique role label,
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Set # Id # Child # Imgs # Faces Roles

1 4 1 60 107 C, F, M, GM

2 2 0 70 95 F, M

3 4 2 101 192 C, F, M

4 6 4 58 119 C, F, M

5 5 1 84 139 C, F, M, GM, GF

6 4 1 120 214 C, M, GP, GM

7 2 0 58 101 F, M

Table 1. Our dataset: Statistics for the 7 photo collections used

for testing. Each column shows: photo collection number, family

size, number of children, total number of images and faces in this

collection, and the list of social roles in this family. Roles shows

which roles exist in this particular collection, where C = Child, F

= Father, M = Mother, GM = Grandmother and GF = Grandfather.

we apply a final post-process merging all non-child iden-

tity clusters having the same role. Furthermore, in the rare

case where the faces constituting an identity cluster have

not been assigned consistent role labels, we split that iden-

tity cluster based the role assignment.

3. Experiments
We first give an overview of the datasets used in our

experiments (Section 3.1), then we evaluate our approach

from three aspects: (1) how role information helps iden-

tity prediction (Section 3.2), (2) how identity information

helps role prediction (Section 3.3), (3) evaluation of the en-

tire framework that performs joint inference (Section 3.4).

Inspired by the experimental design of [19], we only

keep detected faces that correspond to ground truth family

members. Unlike [19], however, we do not manually add

missed faces and do not provide weak supervision in the

form of name lists for the images. Our identity clustering

method is stochastic and sometimes returns slightly differ-

ent cluster structures. Therefore, we report average values

over five different runs of all experiments.

3.1. Dataset

We make use of the Gallagher Collection Person Dataset

[5] as part of our training data for role and relationship clas-

sifiers. We use the LFW [6, 7] as our initial negative set for

training identity classifiers.

In addition, we create a dataset of our own containing

photo collections of 16 different families taken at amuse-

ment parks. These collections cover families of different

composition and size. We use 9 of the 16 sets for training,

and the remaining 7 for testing (see Table 1 for summary).

Each person in our dataset is annotated with an identity

label, a bounding box indicating location of the face and the

body skeleton. For family members, the identity annotation

also shows their social role, for example: “child1”, “father”,

etc., while non family members are given identities such as

“femaleAdult1”, “maleAdult1”. Figure 3 shows example

annotations on one image.

Figure 3. Dataset annotations: available on our dataset. Each per-

son is annotated with a role/identity label, a bounding box around

his face, and a skeleton for his body.

3.2. Identity Clustering

To evaluate identity clustering, we follow [15] and mea-

sure purity and normalized mutual information (NMI) for

the generated clusters (Table 2).

Error Metrics: Purity is computed as

Purity(C,G) =
1

N

∑
i

maxj |ci ∩ gj |

where C represents the set of predicted clusters and G is

the set of ground truth clusters, N is the total number of

examples, and ci represents the i-th predicted cluster and gj
the j-th ground truth cluster.

Since making each example a cluster of its own would

yield perfect purity, we use normalized mutual information

(NMI) to trade off the quality of clustering against the num-

ber of clusters.

NMI (C,G) =
I(C,G)

(H(C) +H(G))/2

I(C, G) is the mutual information between C and G,

I(C,G) =
∑
i

∑
j

P (ci ∩ gj) log
P (ci ∩ gj)

P (ci)P (gj)
,

where P (ci) is the probability that a face ends up in the i-th

predicted cluster, P (gj) is the probability that an face has

the j-th ground truth label, and P (ci ∩ gj) is the probabil-

ity that an example is in the i-th predicted cluster and has

the j-th ground truth label. I(C, G) is 0 when the gener-

ated clusters are random with respect to the ground truth,

and reaches its maximum when the generated clusters have

perfect purity.

H is entropy defined as

H(S) = −
∑
i

P (si) logP (si)

which penalizes generating too many clusters.
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Baselines: To test how, and if, role prediction helps im-

prove identity prediction, we compare results produced by

the proposed method against outputs of (1) the clustering al-

gorithm described in Section 2.1 and (2) an iterative update

baseline based solely on identity information. The second

baseline is a simplified variant of our approach that does

not take role information into account. As such, we run

only stage 1 of the inference framework defined in Sec 2.5

and instead of using face similarity score generated by our

classifier (Section 2.4) (which uses role prediction as one

feature), it uses the score produced by [12]. We show in

the supplemental material that by incorporating role infor-

mation, our pairwise face similarity classifier achieves an

average accuracy of 0.729 and an average area under the

ROC curve of 0.810, outperforming [12]’s 0.690 and 0.732

respectively.

Results and analysis: The average cluster purity and NMI

score for each photo collection is shown in Table 2. We can

see that, for almost cases, the proposed approach outper-

forms the two baselines by a large margin. Note that the re-

sults for Identity Classifier differs from the results in Table 4

since there is no post-processing step. Also note the reduc-

tion in the number of clusters achieved by our method. In

many cases we can achieve better performance while hav-

ing 2 to 3 times fewer clusters than our strong baseline that

does not take role predictions into account.

3.3. Role Classification

Error Metrics: Average accuracy of role classification can

be misleading because some roles are much more common

than others. Therefore, we measure precision and recall for

each role across all photo collections (Table 3) and show

role confusion matrix in Figure 4.

Baselines: Similar to Section 3.2, we compare against out-

put of the role classifier in Section 2.2 and a baseline using

only role and relationship information which tries to mini-

mize:
n∑

i=1

Erole(Ri) +
∑
i,j in

same image

Erel(Ri, Rj).

Results and analysis: By looking at the confusion matrix

(Figure 4), it’s clear that the major source of error for both

the “role classifier” and the “role only inference model”, is

the confusion between adult roles of the same gender. This

is because both our role and relationship classifier depend

on age prediction, but our face detector is less accurate at

age prediction for grownups. This confusion is greatly re-

duced by our joint iterative approach, especially for Grand-

father, where the recall increased by a large margin.

3.4. Inference Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the pro-

posed joint iterative approach by comparing against two

baseline approaches.

No Inference: In this baseline, we only perform identity

clustering and role classification, treating each face inde-

pendently. Each face is assigned the most likely id and

role based on classifier outputs, and the assignment is post-

processed as described in Section 2.7.

Single Round Inference: Instead of iteratively updating

our identity models and re-running the inference, only one

round of inference is performed. The same post-processing

(Section 2.7) is applied to output of the baseline inference

algorithm.

Table 4 shows role accuracy, identity cluster purity and

identity cluster normalized mutual information (NMI) for

all 7 test photo collections. Our role accuracy is better (in

some cases by as much as 19%) than the baselines except

for Set 4. The identity assignment is also generally better.

3.5. Qualitative Results

In this section, we show results produced on Sets 6 and

7 where Set 6 is a family of 5 with both grandparents and

a young child while Set 7 is a young couple. Note that we

use the general role labels “father” and “mother” for young

couples, regardless of whether children are present in the

photo collection or not.

We show qualitative results from three different perspec-

tives. Figure 5 shows predictions on the same image before

and after the inference step. Figure 6 shows a few success-

ful examples where each face is assigned the correct role,

and Figure 7 shows some typical failure examples. There

are two main causes for error: (1) one face is assigned to

the wrong cluster during identity prediction and thus given

the wrong role, or (2) when one person is split into several

predicted clusters, generating additional child clusters.

4. Summary
In this paper, we proposed an approach to jointly infer

identities and social roles of faces in a family photo collec-

tion. We show that role information helps identity predic-

tion and vice versa. Interesting directions for future work

are (1) to add roles for non-family members and additional

relatives, such as aunts and uncles, and (2) to consider other

types of social groups, such as friends.
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